TRAVEL

If you dine at Le Trou au Mur, be
sure to leave enough space for
the ras-el-hanout ice cream

MARRAKECH

express

DAIVA KAMYSOVA DISCOVERS A ROMANTIC GEM
HIDDEN IN THE HEART OF MOROCCO

M
Enjoy lantern-lit intimacy
and romance in your suite

Each of the hotel’s
suites is lavishly
decorated with
Moroccan flair

arrakech is a city for the senses:
vibrant colours, exotic sounds
and the heady scent of spices. My
husband and I wanted to be fully immersed
in this, so we opted to stay in the heart
of the medina, the oldest part of the city
hidden behind centuries-old stone walls
with winding cobbled streets, family-run
riads, fountains and immaculate gardens.
After a 20-minute drive from the airport,
we were dropped off a few streets away
from our riad – the narrow roads didn’t
allow for the taxi, but thankfully we were
met by hotel staff to help with our luggage.
Le Farnatchi lies behind an anonymous
door in the heart of the medina, but as soon
as you enter, the bustle of the streets is left
behind. Created out of six small riads in the
oldest part of Marrakech, and with just 10
suites, it feels as though you’ve stepped
into a private house – albeit a very lavish
one. Vaulted ceilings, intricately carved
marble doorways and handwoven rugs are
artfully mixed with contemporary touches.
The spacious suites are sumptuously
styled, with Berber tapestries, ornate
lanterns and fireplaces. But the star of
the show was our balcony overlooking the
prettily lit pool, where you could hear the
birds singing in the morning and the call
to prayer in the evening. The bathroom
certainly had the wow factor, too, with trad

zellige tiles, the hugest tub I’ve ever seen,
and bars of locally handmade soap.
It wasn’t long before we were longing to
explore the souks, famous for their exotic
and varied stalls. Getting lost is part of the
fun and they’re as full of character – and
characters – as you’d imagine. It’s a great
place to pick up pieces for your home and
kitchen, such as homegrown Argan oil,
fresh saffron and exquisite handmade silk
rugs – you’ll even be able to see craftsmen
spin their wheels in the shops.
After buying a few too many lanterns,
we headed back to the hotel for dinner at
Le Trou au Mur, where you can dine on the
roof or inside by the fire, depending on the
weather. With its mechoui oven, tagines
are a highlight, but also look out for classic
Moroccan recipes given a modern culinary
twist, such as the Berber shepherd’s pie
and the moreish ras-el-hanout ice cream.
We kicked off our second day at the
hotel’s spa. We went for a Royal Hammam
treatment – a full body scrub with black
soap and essential oils, followed by a
ghassoul (mineral clay) mask which was
applied all over the body, face and hair. A
gentle Beldi massage, based on stretching
and rinsing with rosewater, was the perfect
finish and my skin glowed with health.
Whether you’ve been trawling souks or
relaxing in the spa, the hotel’s leafy terrace
is the best spot to unwind, sip cocktails and
breathe in the aromatic night air.
From £265 per night on a bed and
breakfast basis; lefarnatchi.com

Le Farnatchi’s
roof terrace offers
spectacular sunset
vistas across the city

